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Industrial measurement and control systems
require a level of reliability only achiev-
able with embedded operating systems

running on dedicated processors. Engineers
building industrial measurement and control
systems have traditionally turned to PLCs
rather than PCs to create distributed control
systems. While PLCs have the required
ruggedness and reliability for these applica-
tions, they are not flexible. This limitation is
particularly apparent when dealing with net-
work communication. 

There are several options for distributed
industrial measurement and control systems
such as serial, Foundation Fieldbus, and
Ethernet. Selecting the right protocol or com-
bination of protocols has big cost implications.

Purpose-designed protocols such as serial
and Foundation Fieldbus have limitations.
Neither easily integrates into the corporate
enterprise, often requiring converters to share
data. At the same time, both have limited
bandwidth for sharing large amounts of data.
As a result, Ethernet is becoming a much
more important player in creating network-

based industrial measurement and control
systems.

There is a general movement towards built-
in Ethernet for controllers and devices. Most
Programmable Automation Controllers
(PACs) now offer Ethernet as the standard
interface for communication and data sharing.
Our own devices use Ethernet to download
custom built applications to the embedded
processor and its memory and may also use
the Ethernet connection to communicate
directly to a host system or with other devices
at the node-level. 

These controllers also include serial ports
to connect to existing systems for backwards
integration.

Engineering workstations connect to a cen-
tral server via Ethernet. By extending this net-
work to also include the factory floor, engi-
neers sitting at their desk can directly control
the measurement and control nodes through
Ethernet. At the same time, the PAC can pub-
lish data to a database or generate a web page
so that an engineer can monitor progress on
the factory floor from an office desk.
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for distributed
measurement and
control

With greater use of distributed measurement and control tasks across a
factory floor, engineers are taking a greater interest in the networking
capabilities of the development tools. Nobody wants to spend time on
the complications of low-level comms so anything which can lift this
burden is going to be popular with the development jockeys. Katie Shiels
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Case study: remote monitoring
Data Science Automation is a systems integrator who worked with
Mack Information Systems to develop a monitoring system, Plexxium,
for FDA regulated facilities such as blood banks and pharmaceuticals. 

The Lablink system is built around a central station comprising a
PC running Windows 2000 and a LabView application. This station
displays the current temperature and alarm status of various refriger-
ators and freezers located in different buildings. The central station
can be viewed locally or via a web browser. Data is transferred to the
central station from a network of remote units. Each remote unit con-
sists of a NI Compact FieldPoint controller running LabView Real-
Time. A combination of I/O modules for analogue or digital input sig-
nals and possibly a network of legacy Lablink units connect to this
controller. The lablink units monitor batteries, power quality, temper-
ature, and door sensors. Currently, up to 250 units can be connected
to each controller.

The application is used in FDA regulated facilities and has to be 21
CFR Part 11 compliant: this places data integrity as a top priority. The
Mack Information Systems product could not tolerate data loss. To
solve this, DSA implemented a buffering architecture on the remote
FieldPoint controller unit. The controller can buffer up to 2500 data
points. The central station polls the remote unit periodically for the
data. Data is then transferred via LabView's native VI Server protocol
into a custom database. When the data is written to disk on the central
station a flag is sent back to the remote unit, which then allows for the
buffered data to be written over. This provokes a very long feedback
cycle that can bridge significant periods of communication interruption
without loss of data. So although there is a theoretical limit of 250
LabLink devices networked to each of the controllers, the current limit
is 50 to preserve enough memory for data storage.

DSA chose to implement native VI Server protocol between the cen-
tral station and remote units because of its simplicity and performance.
The fault tolerance built into the architecture allowed the development
team to leverage the native functionality of the LabView development
environment and avoid the need to develop a custom communications
protocol.

While programming languages such as C or C++ offer a great amount
of flexibility to engineers, they often present challenges for developing
networking functions for embedded devices. Often, an in depth amount

of knowledge is required to create practical networked systems.
Higher-level graphical development tools can reduce the amount of
expertise required to build industrial measurement and control sys-
tems. Software packages that incorporate standard technologies such
as TCP/IP and OPC make it easy to network different types of clients
and hardware from different vendors.

Softening the development burden
High-level software tools handle many of the time-consuming tasks
usually associated with embedded programming. Rather than spending
time developing drivers for chip sets and writing bios extensions, the
design engineer can now focus on creating the top level application.
The traditional hassles of creating an embedded system such as com-
piling, linking, and embedding the code are reduced to a few mouse
clicks. Today's high-level tools enable engineers to create high-perfor-
mance, user-defined embedded systems.

The company's LabView Real-Time provides this type of network-
ing functionality. Engineers can create an application by assembling
function blocks in a graphical environment, then downloading the
application to dedicated hardware. With built-in TCP/IP and UDP
comms functions, engineers can build custom applications that pass
data back and forth over Ethernet. For instance, one controller could be
measuring the temperature of a test chamber and then broadcast this
temperature information to a database for tracking purposes.

When determining whether or not to use TCP or UDP there are sev-
eral considerations to be made. The TCP protocol has built-in error
checking capabilities that notify the user if data has been lost. This is
accomplished by opening a TCP socket on both machines and then
sending the data. This procedure adds overhead to the system and will
slow down the transmission loop, especially if there is an error. The
UDP protocol is different because there is no error checking. When
data is sent via UDP it is broadcast to a specific IP address or the entire
network. The sending machine will continue to broadcast data even if
one of the receiving machines stops reading data. This protocol is
faster than TCP but does allow for undetected data loss. Building a sys-
tem with TCP transfers for critical data and UDP transfers for live data
enables engineers to take advantage of both protocols. The program-
ming to do this is more complicated though.

Passing and sharing data between nodes is often necessary in build-
ing practical industrial measurement and control systems. However,
sharing the data with a larger audience is vital for creating a more effi-
cient work force. Many industrial measurement and control systems
have a server/client architecture where an embedded system publishes
data that any workstation on the same network can view. Publishing
data through this architecture allows for engineers and technicians to
monitor and control what is happening on the factory floor. 

Incorporating a Web HMI
Some programming environments now provide wizards for creating
embedded web pages. These wisards automatically generate web
pages with a few clicks of the mouse button. The Web page is hosted
by an embedded Web server on embedded targets like the cFP-2020.
The wizard automatically embeds a graphical interface to create a
remote panel that is broadcasted over the web. This remote panel is
saved to the embedded target and, using the wizard, provides set-up of
the security settings. These settings determine which clients can see the
data. 

A limitation of the web HMI is that only one person can log onto and
control the process at a time. If it is necessary for more than one per-
son to be able to view and control the process simultaneously, then a
more traditional server/client architecture must be used. This can be
done relatively easily with the Datalogging and Supervisory Control
(DSC) Module. The DSC Module adds real-time and historical trend-
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Mack Information Systems Plexxium is a distributed monitoring
system for laboratory processes



ing, automatic data logging, alarms and events, OPC and third-party
device connectivity, and security functions. 

Often embedded systems will need to work with hardware from
other vendors to collect or communicate data. Controllers with serial
ports additional to the Ethernet ports allow engineers to perform cus-
tom communication. Development environments with full text parsing
facilitate communication with local displays, keypad, touch screens,
etc. It may also be used to hook up to CAN converters and modems. 

Future developments include integration of PDAs into the Mack
system for a mobile calibration option. While these systems frequent-
ly operate over a large area and several buildings, there is only one cen-
tral station from which the calibration can currently be done. Using a
PDA connected to the system by serial port or 802.11b would enable a
NIST traceable calibration on the sensors. A PDA option could also
provide users with a portable monitoring solution. For example, if a
remote unit was showing an alarm the PDA could provide the user with
current information even if they could not get near to fixed terminal.

We are currently seeing a major trend towards networking devices
with controllers that feature built-in Ethernet. There is also a newer
push to integrate wireless measurement and control devices directly
into machines so freeing them from the physical wiring connections. In
the next five to ten years, the volume of data passed among Web-
enabled intelligent devices (referred to as information appliances) and
applications over the Internet could easily surpass people-based com-
munication traffic. Embedded intelligence, wireless communication,
and the Internet will revolutionise the factory floor. With this revolu-
tion, machines and information appliances will communicate with
each other and make decisions without human intervention.

Katie Shiels is with National Instrument
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The ability to create Web HMI screens for the application are now
part and parcel of the software development kit

Circle 68

For more information circle 42
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